
The Seven Fields of Perception

The 7 Fields correspond to the 7 main chakras 
of the body--each chakra is a portal to a 
different dimension of reality.

1- (Root) Field of Shamanism and 
connection to the natural world.  The inner 
and outer states of nature, becoming harmless, 
and recognizing all without to be within 
prepares you to engage this field with mastery. 
Power comes through alignment with the 
interconnectedness of existence

2- (Sacral) Field of communication with 
the hidden realms of the angels, fairies, and 
all etheric beings - living from joy and in the 
wonderment of the child opens you to this 
realm. Innocence, harmlessness, joy, and 
purity of heart allow us to be in reciprocity 
with this realm. It is the field of incorruptible 
magic through cooperation with the Infinite.

3- (Solar Plexus) Field of healing through remembered oneness. All healing is through 
remembering that there ever only was/is perfection. As we open to this realization, we achieve 
unhindered cellular communication, and the body fluidly responds to our refined perception.

4- (Heart) Field of mysticism, through which we know the environment to be an expression 
of what lies within. We engage life as simultaneous observer and observed, knowing it to be 
dream, yet a dream that has value. The highest engagement is in "aware participation as 
appreciative observer". We become the "impeccable spiritual warrior in cooperation with 
divine will, that walks the timeless journey in pristine power."

• The first 4 fields correspond to the four directions, and the four lower 
bodies of man that dwell in the white light realities. As we dissolve the 
mirrors, these fields reveal their mysteries to us increasingly.

The last 3 fields are black light realities, which become accessible to consciousness when 
the black blood cell is activated through the 671st acupuncture point. Unless the BBC is 
activated, we cannot have awake awareness on these fields. The BBCs are "the agents of 
exhilarating and harmonious communication--profound carriers of integration" that enable 
us to expand awareness and reach the deep peace of knowing all to be within.

5- (Throat) Field of Metaphysics--we may study the cosmos to learn about the Self, and 
vice versa. It is 'As below so above".  When aware on this field, we begin to live archetypally as 
cosmic beings, and our level of devotion to engaging life increases dramatically. This level of 
life is accessible to the eternal self, which is revealed through "perpetual renewed expression". 
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Any programmed responses bar us from this field of communication.

6- (6th Chakra) Field of Godhood--within each being there slumbers divinity. We live this 
field by full presencing of life from our unique individuation. To express from uniqueness, we 
are completely beyond programmed responses or limitation; to be wholly present is to not 
leave room for anything artificial. We expand our power on this field through the resonant 
awakening of the opened heart, in divine compassion, that recognizes and relates to the 
divinity in others.

• With the above six fields of perception activated and in unhindered 
intercommunication, they form the 'banks of the river', for the flow of the One life (see  
image of 6 wheels that enclose a 7th). The six provide fluid banks such that they hold 
the river that is Source, yet yield to its Intent. Without engagement on all six fields, 
we are a leaky vessel that is unable to contain the flow of Infinite Intent. Engaging 
the perceptions of each field results in conscientious use of resources, where accrual 
on one level is flow on another...we are perpetually sustained and there can be no 
loss. What we set in motion from Infinite Intent is eternally regenerating.

7- (Crown) Field of the Never-ending Journey-- this is the unfolding Intent of the 
Infinite. "When we cooperate with it, we align ourself with the never-ending source of energy 
and other resources. We become vital and powerful beyond belief by aligning with he great 
power of the Universe;  except suddenly, power has no meaning, because it is complete 
surrender, with the Infinite working through us." Through ever new (5th) and unique (6th) 
expression, we operate from the eternal and real part of self such that all 
matrices/membranes dissolve.  In the 7th Field, we achieve oneness, by acknowledging all of 
existence as the Self through establishing permeating unified fields of communication.

Almine has stated that the 12 meridians organize life externally--they purify the experience 
with outer reality. The 8 extraordinary meridians are the channels of inner space, which 
purify the inner reality. Up to now, we have lived these as separate realities. When the 12 OMs 
clear of memory and emotional imprints and sing the tones of harmlessness, we are ready to 
flow greater power through our life. When the 8 EMs are free of illusions that create static 
matrices and sing the tones of fertility, we are ready to engage fluidly with Infinite Intent.  It is 
then that the 12 and 8 operate as a unified field, with inner and outer being perspectives 
rather than separate worlds.

The 7 Fields of Perception are the dimensions of reality that we 
engage with in embodiment. The four lower fields have been lived 
as separate or external to us, while the 3 upper fields have been 
lived in the dream state.  When we awaken in all levels of 
perception, we achieve oneness, and thereby all of cosmic life is 
unified. In living the eight tones of fertility and the perceptions of 
the seven fields of communication, we  establish our being in the 
center of the vertical and horizontal discs of life, and activate the 
15 pointed star in the heart that is the mark of the Rune Grand 
Master. 

We live godhood and pristine man in integrated oneness, and become the Bridge of No 
Time and No Space, engaged in perpetual and high alchemy.
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